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EVA-EMS ePayment
About EVA
EVA (Electronic Validation
Assistant) is an Online-System
for the administration of
sporting events (EMS) and the
execution of complex business
processes (SCC).
EVA delivers software as a
service (SaaS) over the
Internet, eliminating the need
to install and run the
application on the customer’s
own computer. This kind of
service is also known as “Cloud
Computing”.

Cloud computing provides the
end-user application software,
database access and storage
services without technical
requirements and knowledge
about the hardware
configuration.
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The rapid acceleration of the digital economy is driving
fundamental changes in global commerce. What has been
science fiction in the past, is normality nowadays.
The EMS now offers an online payment processing similar to
what everybody knows from merchants all over the world. This
way your customers (participants) can do their payment right
after the registration without extra actions - quick and secure!
Thanks to our cooperation with
INGENICO ePayments you may
choose among over 150
different credit cards and
alternative payment
methods. You will
have only one contract
to manage and receive a single
report/remittance for all activated
payment methods, instead of having to manage
different contracts, reports, payment cycles and conditions for
each individual payment method.
The EMS online payment capability definitely simplifies the
payments reconciliation process and reduces the demands
placed on your finance department.
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About INGENICO
INGENICO ePayments is the
global reference in payment
solutions dedicated to online and
mobile commerce.

With advanced data analytics,
fraud management solutions,
variety of payment methods
available and cross-border
commerce expertise, INGENICO
ePayments helps merchants to
optimize and grow their business.
INGENICO is a Payment Service
Provider (PSP). This means that
this platform provides access to
over 150 different international
credit cards and alternative
payment methods with just a
single technical connection.
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How it works
Visit https://www.ingenico.com and register for an account.
Define your company settings and the bank details to which
you want the payments to be transferred. Select the credit
cards and other payment methods you want to offer.
Goto your EMS General
Setup and enter the
required parameters
which you have got
from the INGENICO
registration.

Activate the electronic payment
capability in the EMS Entryform
Setup and specify your fees in
the EMS Classes Setup. That’s it.

Once you are done, the EMS
system will automatically
calculate the required amount
and direct the user to the secure
payment page of INGENICO
each time he does a new
subscription.
You can offer the local payment
methods and currencies that your
customers prefer in different
countries all over the world.
And because INGENICO has a
global presence - you don’t have
to open multiple bank accounts
or form new legal entities in each
country you sell in.
Find more details on the
providers homepage under
https://www.ingenico.com
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Depending on the result, the participant receives a
confirmation email and the EMS database is updated.
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